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Equilibrium shape of an anisotropic crystal confined between two planar parallel walls

Jean-Christophe Ge´minard and Patrick Oswald
Ecole Normale Supe´rieure de Lyon, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France

~Received 15 October 1996!

Experimentally, the surface-free-energy anisotropy of a crystal-liquid interface is usually inferred from the
surface-shape anisotropy of a solid germ at equilibrium with the melt. However, the crystal is usually not free.
For example, in thin samples, the crystal touches the two limiting glass plates: Here, we analyze theoretically
how the shape anisotropy of the crystal depends on the wetting conditions in this particular geometry. We
calculate the equilibrium shape of an anisotropic crystal~of uniaxial, cubic, or hexagonal symmetry! confined
between two planar parallel walls as a function of its size and of the wetting conditions on the walls. We find
an analytic solution for the shape of the meniscus in the sample thickness and its anisotropy in the midplane
parallel to the walls in the limit of very large radius and vanishing surface tension anisotropy. In other cases,
a numerical solution is given. Neglecting the meniscus effect leads to errors as large as 25% for the inferred
anisotropy.@S1063-651X~97!08904-6#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.Cr, 68.35.Bs
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shape of an isolated crystal in equilibrium with
melt or its vapor~and, more generally of a germ of phase 1
equilibrium with phase 2! is deeply related to its surfac
properties and is usually obtained by minimizing its to
surface free energy. Such a minimization leads to the fam
geometrical Wulff construction that allows us to constru
the equilibrium shape of the crystal from its thre
dimensional~3D! polar plotg(n̂). Hereg is the surface en-
ergy andn̂ is the unit vector normal to the interface@1–5#.
On the other hand, this construction does not apply when
crystal is in contact with a wall, which is usually the case
experiments. In practice, the crystal lies on a substrate o
sandwiched between two parallel glass plates. In studie
the shape of liquid crystal domains, the latter geometry
often used because the glass can be treated in order to o
the molecules. Having well-defined boundary conditions
the glass plates is crucial for obtaining a monodomain~i.e., a
domain in which the director field has everywhere the sa
orientation!. Also, the presence of the plates prevents ge
distorsion effects such as boojums in nematic liquid crys
@6,7#, focal conics in smectic liquid crystals@8–11# ~the fa-
mous ‘‘bâtonnets de Friedel’’@9#!, or developable domain
in columnar mesophases@12–14#. In these latter cases, th
problem is much more difficult to treat because elastic
must be taken into account in the calculations@15#. One con-
sequence is that the Wulff construction cannot be applie
its usual form@16,17#.

In the following, we assume that the material~a crystal,
liquid crystal, or simple liquid! is sandwiched between tw
planar parallel walls that impose a well-defined orientati
For this reason, we completely neglect elastic effects, but
take into account the wetting conditions on the two limiti
surfaces. Our purpose is to find the equilibrium shape of
germ in these conditions. We again point out that, in
confined 3D case, the Wulff construction cannot be used
that the equilibrium shapes are no longer self-similar.

Solving this problem theoretically is important for prac
cal reasons because the surface-free-energy anisotrop
551063-651X/97/55~4!/4442~8!/$10.00
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many materials~such as plastic crystals or liquid crystals! is
often deduced from measurements of the equilibrium sh
of germs sandwiched between two glass plates. It is usu
assumed that the shape anisotropy is equal to that of
surface free energy. This is only true when the~2D! Wulff
construction applies~i.e., when the angle between the inte
face and the limiting walls is equal top/2! @18#. Otherwise,
this result does not hold and there is no reason to assume
both anisotropies are equal. Our goal, here, is to calculate
materials of classical crystalline symmetries, how the sh
anisotropy of a germ depends on its size, on the surf
tension anisotropy, and on the contact angle of the interf
with the limiting walls. We shall show that in typical exper
mental situations neglecting the effects of anisotropy up
the meniscus can lead to errors of the order of 10%.

We also emphasize that solving this problem is import
in the study of crystal growth. Indeed, it is known that t
marginal stability constants* of a stationary growing den
drite is a universal function of the surface energy anisotro
e @19–22#. Thus, an accurate measurement ofe is of a great
importance to compare the experimental results with the
oretical predictions. This is particularly important since the
often exists a discrepancy between experimental and the
ical values ofs* ~calculated by using the experimental valu
of e! @23,24#.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec.
we formulate the general problem of finding the equilibriu
shape of an anisotropic germ in contact with two para
planar surfaces. We calculate, in Sec. III, an analytical
pression of the shape anisotropy of the germ in the limit
vanishing surface energy anisotropye→0 andr0→` where
r0 is the mean radius of the germ in the midplane paralle
the walls. Next, we compute, in Sec. IV, the shape anis
ropy of a germ of finite radiusr0 but of vanishing anisot-
ropy. Finally, we give, in Sec. V, some numerical resu
obtained for germs of both finite radius and finite surfa
energy anisotropy.

II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We consider the case of an anisotropic material~a crystal
or a liquid crystal!, in equilibrium with a liquid~its melt for
4442 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 4443EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE OF AN ANISOTROPIC CRYSTAL . . .
example!, confined between two parallel planes separated
a distanced ~Fig. 1!. We describe the interface in cylindrica
coordinates (uW r ,uW u ,kW ). Because the sample thicknessd of
the sample is the only length scale, all lengths scale byd.
Thus, the boundaries are atz56 1

2. We define the interface
points via two variablesu andz:

OMW 5r~u,z!uW r1zkW . ~1!

The interface is characterized by its anisotropic surface
energyg(n̂), wheren̂ is the unit vector normal to the inter
face:

n̂5
ruW r2ruuW u2rrzkW

Ar2~11rz
2!1ru

2
. ~2!

We assume, for simplicity, that the wetting conditions are
same on both surfaces and that one of the crystallogra
axis is perpendicular to the limiting walls. Letgcs (g ls) be
the surface free energies of the crystal~liquid! with the sub-
strate. In the following, we assume that both quantities
constant. The total surface free energy, calculated insid
cylinder of arbitrary radiusr 0 surrounding the meniscus, i
given by

Es5E
0

2pE
21/2

1/2

g dS1E
0

2pE
0

r~u,1/2!
gcsr du dr

1E
0

2pE
r~u,1/2!

r0
g lsr du dr1E

0

2pE
0

r~u,21/2!
gcsr du dr

1E
0

2pE
r~u,21/2!

r0
g lsr du dr, ~3!

wheredS5Ar2(11rz
2)1ru

2 du dz. The calculation of the
last four integrals gives

Es5E
0

2pE
21/2

1/2

g dS1DgE
0

2p r2~u, 12 !1r2~u,2 1
2 !

2
du

12pg lsr 0
2, ~4!

whereDg5gcs2g ls . Below, we consider only the excess
surface free energy and thus neglect the last term in Eq.~4!.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the meniscus.
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We also scale all the surface free energies byg0 , the mean
value ofg(n̂) over all the possible orientations and we defi

f5gAr2~11rz
2!1ru

2. ~5!

By definition, the volumeV of the crystal is given by

V5E
0

2pE
21/2

1/2 r2~u,z!

2
du dz. ~6!

The equilibrium shape of the crystal minimizes the surfa
free energyEs . If the volumeV is constant, the functional to
minimize isEs2lV, wherel is a Lagrange multiplier. This
gives

dEs2ldV50. ~7!

A straightforward calculation shows thatr(u,z) obeys the
volume equation

]f

]r
2

d

du

]f

]ru
2

d

dz

]f

]rz
2lr50, ~8!

with the two boundary conditions

]f

]rz
~u,6 1

2 !1Dgr~u,6 1
2 !50. ~9!

These boundary conditions give the contact anglea0 @i.e.,
the angle between the normaln̂ to the interface and the lim
iting walls ~Fig. 1!#.

The problem now consists in solving this set of equatio
for a given functiong(n̂). Equation~8! expresses, in cylin-
drical coordinates, the local mechanical equilibrium of t
interface and can be rewritten in the usual form@2,4#:

S g1g9

R1
D

P1

1S g1g9

R2
D

P2

52l, ~10!

where (P1) and (P2) are the two principal planes of curva
ture and,R1 andR2 , the two principal radii of curvature
Each second derivative of the surface free energy is ca
lated with respect to a polar angle taken in the conside
plane of curvature. The boundary conditions~9!, known as
the Young relation@3,25#, relate the contact angle to th
surface free energies on the limiting walls.

Let us now determine the surface-shape anisotropy in
limiting case of vanishing surface-free-energy anisotro
and large radius.

III. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AT LARGE RADIUS r0˜`
AND SMALL ANISOTROPY e˜0

We assume that the mean radiusr0 of the meniscus in the
plane z50 is much larger than the sample thickne
(r0@1). We assume the following form forr(u,z) ~Fig. 2!:

r~u,z!5r p~u!1r t~u,n!cosn2r t~u,0!. ~11!

The polar anglen satisfies in each planeu5const the rela-
tion

z5r t~u,n!sinn. ~12!
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4444 55JEAN-CHRISTOPHE GE´MINARD AND PATRICK OSWALD
With this choice, the horizontal and the vertical scales
decoupled becauser p scales liker0 whereasr t scales like
the thickness~for a0Þ0!. The position r(u,0)5r p(u)
2r t(u,0) of the origin of the vectorrW t is a priori not known
and can be later deduced from the solution we determ
below. We point out that experimentally~Fig. 3! the contour
of the germ the most contrasted in the microscope co
sponds to the vertical part of the meniscus described by
function r p(u).

In Sec. III A, we determine the shaper t(u,n) of the me-
niscus in a vertical plane (u5const) chosen as a plane
symmetry of the crystal, and we show that the wetting c
ditions on the limiting walls impose a relation between t
Lagrange parameterl and the radius of curvature of the m
niscus in the horizontal plane. We then use this resul
determiner p(u) in the limit of vanishing surface-free-energ
anisotropy.

A. Shape of the meniscus in a vertical plane

From now on, we assume that the crystal has ann-fold
axis perpendicular to the limiting walls. Here, we choose

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the meniscus in a plan
symmetryu5kp/n. P1 andP2 are two principal planes of curva
ture.

FIG. 3. Experimental observation of a columnar hexagonal m
sophase through the microscope. The ‘‘Becke’’ line@30# surround-
ing the germ follows the vertical part of the meniscus. The mate
is the discotic liquid crystal C8HET ~hexa-ester of triphenylene!
@28#. It is sandwiched between two parallel glass plates that anc
the molecular columns~i.e., theC6 axis! perpendicular to them. The
sample thicknessd is close to 3mm and the radiusr0 equals 30
mm. The contact anglea0 is about 60°. The shape anisotropye68
measured on such a photograph is small, of the order of 331023.
e

e
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e
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a plane (P2) a plane of symmetry of the crystalu5kp/n
~k integer!. For a given value ofn, the corresponding plane
(P1) is the plane perpendicular to (P2) that contains the
normal n̂ to the interface. The two surface stiffnesses a
then

~g1g9!P1
5S g1

gbb

cos2a
2tanagaD

b5kp/n

~13!

and

~g1g9!P2
5~g1gaa!b5kp/n ,

wherea is the angle between the normaln̂ and the horizontal
plane (P) andb is the angle thatn̂ makes with thex axis in
the horizontal plane (P) @the plane (P2) being chosen as a
plane of symmetry of the crystalb5u#. The radius of cur-
vatureR1 can also be expressed as a function of the radiu
curvatureRh in the horizontal plane (P):

R15
Rh

cosa
. ~14!

If we remember thatru50 in a symmetry plane, we have

Rh5r1ruu5r p~u!1r p9~u!. ~15!

The second equality is valid ifr t /r p!1 ~which can be
checkeda posteriori!. As for R2 , it is given by the usual
relation:

R25S r t1r t9

~11r t8
2!3/2

D
u5kp/n

, ~16!

where primes denote the derivatives with respect ton. We
can now rewrite the local equilibrium equation~10! in a
plane of symmetry (P2):

S g cos2a1gbb2gasina cosa

Rhcosa
D

b5kp/n

1S g1gaa

R2
D

b5kp/n

52l. ~17!

For a givenu ~or b!, r t(u,n) satisfies this differential equa
tion in which Rh and l remain constant. To first order in
r t /r p , this equation becomes

S ~g1gaa!S 12
g cos2a1gbb2gasina cosa

lRhcosa
D

R2

D
b5kp/n

52l. ~18!

Let g̃k(a) be a solution~even, for symmetry reasons! to the
following equation:

of

-

l

or
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g̃ k1 g̃ k95F ~g1gaa!S 12
gcos2a1gbb2gasina cosa

lRhcosa
D G

b5kp/n

. ~19!
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We emphasize thatg̃k(a) is defined modulo a function o
the formA cosa, which does not play any role. Then, th
shape of the meniscus in a plane of symmetryP2 is given by
solving the generic equation

g̃k1g̃k9

R2
52l. ~20!

Its solution is@2,4,5#

r t~n!52
1

l
Ag̃k

2~a!1g̃k8
2~a!, ~21!

n5a1arctan
g̃8~a!

g̃~a!
. ~22!

This solution must satisfy the geometrical condition~12! on
the wallz5 1

2 ~idem on the opposite one! which gives, using
Eqs.~21! and ~22!,

g̃k~a0k!sina0k1g̃k8~a0k!cosa0k52
l

2
, ~23!

wherea0k is the contact angle~depending on thek plane
chosen! given by the generalized Young relation@3,25#:

gS a0k ,k
p

n D sina0k1g8S a0k ,k
p

n D cosa0k5Dg. ~24!

For a given value of the radius of curvatureRh in the
horizontal plane (P), the shaper t(n) of the meniscus in the
vertical plane (P2) is determined by Eqs.~21! and ~22!,
where l must satisfy the boundary condition@Eq. ~23!#.
Thus, in the limit of larger0 , we have determined a relatio
betweenl andRh . We emphasize that, up to this point, w
have made no assumption as to the exact form of the sur
free energyg.

B. Shaper p„u… of the meniscus in the horizontal plane
in the limit of vanishing anisotropy

To continue the calculation analytically, we now need
assume that the shape of the germ can be written in the f
~first term of the Fourier expansion!

r p~u!5r0~11en8cosnu! with en8!1. ~25!

This will be the case if the surface free energy can simila
be rewritten in the form

g~b,a!5F~a!1enG~a!cosnb, ~26!

with F(0)5G(0)51 anden!1. Note that we do not make
any further assumptions about the exact form ofF(a) and
ce

rm

y

G(a). We now sketch the analytical calculation of the sha
anisotropy of the germen8 as a function ofen anda0 in the
limit en→0.

~i! First, we calculate for each value ofk ~in practice for
k50 andk51! the value of the contact anglea0k by Eq.
~24!.

~ii ! Second, we integrate the second-order differen
equation@Eq. ~19!# for each value ofk. Recall that by defi-
nition of r p(u), we have

Rh5r0@11en8~21!k~12n2!#. ~27!

~iii ! Third, we substitute fora0k andg̃k from the previous
calculations into the geometrical relation@Eq. ~23!#. This
gives two equations of the form~to first order in 1/r0!

2l52Dg1
1

r0
@ f ~en8 ,en ,a0!6g~en8 ,en ,a0!#. ~28!

We definea0 as the contact angle calculated in the lim
en50. According to Eqs.~24! and ~26!, this angle is the
solution of the equation

F~a0!sina01F8~a0!cosa05Dg. ~29!

At equilibrium,l must be a constant so that@see Eq.~28!#

FIG. 4. Shape anisotropy at large radiusr0→` and vanishing
anisotropyen→0. Relative anisotropy (e682e6)/e6 of a hexagonal
crystal when its twofold anisotropye250.1 ~a! ande2520.1 ~b!.
Maximal value of (e682e6)/e6 ~reached whena056p/2! as a
function ofe2 ~c!. Relative anisotropy (e482e4)/e4 of a cubic crys-
tal as a function of the contact anglea0 ~d!.
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g~en8 ,en ,a0!50. ~30!

This equation formally gives the shape anisotropyen8 as a
function of en and of the contact anglea0 . Notice thatl
tends to22Dg ~in units of g0 /d! at infinite radius. Let us
now consider a few examples for which we have done
complete calculation.

1. Uniaxial crystal in planar orientation

The simplest case corresponds to a uniaxial crystal~for
example, a nematic liquid crystal in planar orientation!. Set-
ting thex axis parallel to theC` axis, we have a surface fre
energy that is

g~a,b!5~12e2sin
2a!1e2~cos

2a!cos2b. ~31!

The calculation shows that, in this case, the shape anisot
equals the surface energy anisotropy:

lim
r0→`
e2→0

e282e2
e2

50. ~32!

2. Cubic crystal

Another interesting case is that of a cubic crystal with
C4 axis perpendicular to the walls. Many plastic crysta
such as succinonitrile or pivalic acid~commonly used in
growth experiments!, have cubic symmetry. By taking th
x axis parallel to aC4 axis, we have@24#
t

ls

ta

i-

th
y

iu
e

py

,

g~a,b!511e4@4$cos4a~cos4b1sin4b!1sin4a%23#

5~123e413e4cos
4a14e4sin

4a!

1e4~cos
4a!cos4b, ~33!

and we calculate

lim
r0→`
e4→0

e482e4
e4

52
1

8

4a02sin4a0

2a01sin2a0
. ~34!

The shape anisotropy is now different from the surface
ergy anisotropy and depends on the contact anglea0 ~but not
on its sign!. We also see that the correction (e482e4)/e4 has
a maximum equal to 25% fora056p/2. This function is
plotted in Fig. 4 versusa0 .

3. Hexagonal crystal

Finally, we did the calculation for a hexagonal cryst
whoseC6 axis is perpendicular to the walls. Thex axis is
taken parallel to aC2 axis. An example of this type is show
in Fig. 3: the crystal is a columnar hexagonal mesoph
oriented with the columns perpendicular to the glass pla
For such a system the surface energy is

g~a,b!5~11e2!sin
2a1~12e2!~11e6cos6b!cos2a

5@~11e2!sin
2a1~12e2!cos

2a#

1e6@~12e2!cos
2a#cos6b, ~35!

and the correction to the shape anisotropy is given by
lim
r0→`
e6→0

e682e6
e6

5e2
4a013e2sin2a02sin4a02e2sin6a0

4~223e2
2!a01~418e2215e2

2!sin2a01~423e2!e2sin4a01e2
2sin6a0

. ~36!
s

nge
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The shape anisotropy thus depends one2 and on the contac
anglea0 . It is plotted as a function ofa0 ande2 in Fig. 4.
Notice that to first order ine6 , the shape anisotropy equa
the surface-free-energy anisotropy;a0 for e250. Whene2
Þ0, the result does not depend on the sign of the con
anglea0 , and the relative variation (e682e6)/e6 is maximal
when one of the two phases completely wets the other~i.e.,
whena056p/2!. This variation equals 20% for the max
mal value ofe2 ~i.e., e256 1

3!. We recall that forue2u.
1
3

there exists an angular point on the meniscus profile.
In conclusion, we have determined the shift between

surface-free-energy anisotropy and the shape anisotrop
the limit of large radiusr0 and vanishing anisotropyen . In
Sec. IV, we compute shape anisotropyen8 as function of the
radiusr0 in the limit en!1.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR VANISHINGLY
SMALL ANISOTROPY AND FINITE RADIUS

Let us now consider the case of a crystal of finite rad
r0 and of vanishingly small anisotropyen→0. As we expect
ct

e
in

s

the shape anisotropy to be small, we write

r~u,z!5r 0~z!@11enr 1~z!cosnu#. ~37!

By definition, we haveen85enr 1(0) andr05r 0(0). To cal-
culate en8 , we replacer(u,z) in Eqs. ~8! and ~9! and we
expand them inen anden8 to first order. This procedure give
a second-order differential equation forr 0(z) and boundary
conditions that are independent ofr 1(z). This zero-order so-
lution describes the isotropic meniscus. It, and the Lagra
parameterl, corresponding to a given value ofr0 , are ob-
tained by using a classical shooting method@26#. Knowing
r 0(z), we then solve the second differential equation
r 1(z) with the corresponding boundary conditions. The sa
shooting method can be used, the unknown parameter b
now r 1(0) ~i.e., en8!.

For a uniaxial crystal in planar orientation, the shape
isotropy equals that of the surface free energy for alla0 . The
expansion~which we shall not give here! shows thatr 1(z)
51 is the solution foren→0. For a cubic or a hexagona
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55 4447EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE OF AN ANISOTROPIC CRYSTAL . . .
crystal ~Figs. 5 and 6!, the numerical results show that th
relative difference between the shape anisotropy and the
face energy anisotropy (en82en)/en is usually small~of the
order of a few %!. The asymptotic value corresponding

FIG. 5. Relative shape anisotropy (e482e4)/e4 ~%! of a cubic
crystal calculated in the limite4→0. Its value, indicated on eac
level line, is equal to zero on the two solid lines.

FIG. 6. Relative shape anisotropy (e682e6)/e6 ~%! of a hexago-
nal crystal in the limite6→0. ~a! e250.1. ~b! e2520.1.
ur-

r0→` is reached~to 61%! when the radiusr0 is larger
than about 20 times the sample thickness~Fig. 7!. For small
radii r0 , the coupling between the in-plane curvature and
curvature in the thickness is asymmetric ina0 . As a conse-
quence, the correction depends on the sign ofa0 . The results
are given only forr0.0.5 because the meniscus can be l
early unstable when the radiusr0 is smaller than typically
the half distance between the limiting walls@27#.

V. CRYSTAL OF FINITE ANISOTROPY en AND OF
FINITE RADIUS r0

In this last section, we extend the numerical method
Sec. IV to the case of a uniaxial crystal of planar orientat
@see Eq.~31!#. Equations~8! and ~9! are expanded to third
order ine and yield four second-order differential equatio
for the r i(z):

r~u,z!5r 0~z!S 11 (
k51

`

en
kr k~z!cosknu D . ~38!

A shooting method is used to determine the midplane val
r i(0), which satisfy the boundary conditions on the limitin
walls. The numerical results show that the error made
solving this problem toO(m), scales likee2

m .
We have previously shown that the shape anisotro

tends to the surface-free-energy anisotropy whene2→0. The
numerical results~Fig. 8! now show that (e282e2)/e2 re-
mains small~a few %! even for largee2 . They also confirm
that, as expected, the difference scales likee2 .

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The equilibrium shape of an anisotropic crystal confin
between two planar parallel walls depends on its wett

FIG. 7. Behavior of (e482e4)/e4 ~%! as a function of the radius
r0 whene4→0. „The solid lines give the limitsr0→` @Eq. ~34!#.
The short-dashed lines correspond toa0.0 and the long-dashed
lines, toa0,0.… Note that (e482e4)/e4 tends to its asymptotic value
like 1/r0 .
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4448 55JEAN-CHRISTOPHE GE´MINARD AND PATRICK OSWALD
conditions and on the shape of the meniscus that forms in
sample thickness. The anisotropy of the vertical part of
meniscus, which is observable in the microscope, does
equal the surface-free-energy anisotropy in the plane of
limiting walls and depends on the size of the germ.

When the radius of the germ is much larger than
sample thickness and when the anisotropy vanishes,
shape anisotropy tends to an asymptotic value that dep
on the contact anglea0 but not on its sign. In addition, this
asymptotic value is reached within 1% when the radiusr0 is

FIG. 8. Numerical results for an uniaxial crystal in planar o
entation.~a! Relative shape anisotropy (e282e2)/e2 as a function of
the radiusr0 for a05145° ~short-dashed line!, a05245° ~long-
dashed line!, and e2560.1. The solid lines give the asymptot
values at large radiusr0→`. ~b! Asymptotic value of (e28
2e2)/e2 as a function ofe2 for ua0u545° andr0→`. ~c! Relative
shape anisotropy (e282e2)/e2 as a function ofa0 for e2 for e2
50.1 andr051 ~squares!, r0510 ~circles!, andr0→` ~solid line!.
~d! (e282e2)/e2 as a function ofe2 for ua0u545° andr051.
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larger than about 20 times the sample thickness. We em
size that the shape of the meniscus in this limit is ag
self-similar. On the other hand, the asymptotic value ofen8 is
different from the value of the anisotropy of the energy p
unit length of the meniscus. Indeed, one could be tempte
calculate the energyG~b! per unit length~integrated over the
thickness! of a straight meniscus and then to use the cor
sponding 2D Wulff construction. This procedure leads to
wrong result because curving the meniscus in the midpl
while keeping its shape unchanged in the thickness does
maintain a constant pressure differenceDP52l across the
whole interface.

Experimentally, we observed that a germ’s anisotro
usually does not depend on its size and on the sign of
contact angle~by taking a germ of solid in the liquid and
droplet of liquid in the solid!. We wrongly concluded that the
wetting condition had no effect on our measurement
surface-free-energy anisotropy@28#. However, in the discotic
liquid crystal shown in Fig. 3, the radii of the germs~typi-
cally 20–50mm! are larger than the sample thickness~typi-
cally 2–10mm for Ref. @28#! and the asymptotic value i
reached within a few percent. The experimental errors do
allow us to determine the dependence of the shape an
ropy on the radius and on the contact angle. The pres
work shows that our systematic error on the value ofe6 for
the hexagonal phase~Fig. 7! is of about 5% (e2;0.1) and
thus negligible: This small systematic error cannot expl
the discrepancy between the experimental value of the
bility constant of the dendritess2D* 50.041 and its ‘‘theoret-
ical’’ value s2D* 50.033 @29#. Useful analytical expression
of the asymptotic value of the shape anisotropy are provi
in the present article.

For finite anisotropy, the discrepancy between the sh
anisotropy and the surface energy anisotropy is about 1
This discrepancy is however not large enough to explain
often encountered disagreement between the experime
and theoretical values of the stability constant of station
dendrites.
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